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About This Game

This is the Remastered version of Faerie Solitaire. It is a free additional game for current and future owners of the original
Faerie Solitaire. If you buy Faerie Solitaire Remastered from this page you will also get the original Faerie Solitaire added to

your account.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/38600/Faerie_Solitaire/

Have magical fun in the addicting Card game, Faerie Solitaire! Find and raise a Faerie pet and repopulate the magical land of
Avalon using the resources found by clearing each level.

Earn enough gold to purchase unique powerups and specialized upgrades, making each stage a breeze. Chain together combos to
fill up your energy meter and save the Faeries!

With 8 worlds, 40 levels, over 400 hands to play through, loads of upgrades to buy, and one exciting adventure, Faerie Solitaire
will have you hooked for months, giving you the very best value over any other game available today.
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faerie solitaire remastered challenges. faerie solitaire remastered cheats. faerie solitaire remastered

This game shows potential. Sadly I am an oculus user and can only do standing but the concepts is amazing. Right off the bat I
can see this game oozes potential. Shooting mechanics work pretty well and there are 3 unique ways of moving about. If it
allowed you to use the right stick to turn the camera I would play this al the way. Apart from the fact that I can't look behind me
it seems like a really good game. Reloading is issue though. While reloading by putting the guns below your hip is common it's
iffy because of the unique movement style. To move you must moving your arms in a walking motion. If you take too long
strides the gun will reload unintentionally. Other than that it's an impressive alpha build and would love oculus support..
Interactive narrative with a good concept behind it. The story is captivating and the visual aspect is fresh and very well executed.
I think it's a very good and original game, but a very overpriced one also. I got it from a bundle so it was no problem for me, but
I would suggest you buy it when it's in sale in case you're interested.. I've only played .5 hours because that's about how much
content there is.. Short but funny.. I did brought this at sale. 15\u20ac for legendary edition. So lets take that first off.

I love Warhammer world. I own even figure armies of that world. So this is kind of instant 5\/5.

Like all Warhammer games, this is based on luck and tactic.

It looks good and sounds fun. This would be my main reason to recommendation if it's on sale. Blood bowl is one of those
games where winning feels really good. When you have been touch by some kind of luck force. Even if I'm not a good player I
know how much it can effect and ruin even best plan there is.

If you haven't played any of Blood Bowl games it's brutal American Football. You can make plans but your real fight is again
dice. Whit a lot of races it's extremely hard to master. Every race have they own playing style and when you learn it, game will
become much more interesting. You can also mix up team and get the ultimate team. "Note: Even if you think Ogres would be
the greatest American football players, they are not.... Maybe even worst because they are bit stupid".

So is there bad?
Yes. A lot.
-RNG based games does not fit for all players.
-Games are long.
-Campaign have only humans
-Normally this game cost fortune whit all expansion packs.

But even after that it's fun game. Just don't take it too seriously. This is what Epic Workshop have been made for decade. I have
lost soooo many board game matches because I had bad luck and won too because good luck. Lets just say that you need to
know that is in board on your team and enemy at every battle. More you know, more higher chance of winning you have.. Good
game with good music, but little bit short. (24 lvls)

- music on\/off (very loud). just make the game playable first please!. This game is challenging but fair and fun.
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Dark as hell. Love this game. Started playing it on Kongregate but due to some issues with the browser version I transferred to
playing on Steam.
If you love CCG then this is well wroth a try. Free-to-play is still competitive enough that you will want to continue playing
rather than giving up because others have paid to get better stuff.
The artwork is fantastic, the event system is compelling enough to keep drawing you back and the month-long faction specific
bonuses are a wonderful addition to what would still be a great game even were these factors missing.
If CCGs are your thing, what have you got to lose? The game is free.. Nice game. Fun, colorful and really enjoyable F2P - you
definetly should give it a try if you're intrested in the genre. Also great to play and comment it with friends :). Freebie.
I got the coupon for this game through badge crafting, so it cost 33% less! and for the grand prize of 0,66€ you do get a bit of
fun. It is a quite challenging game after a while, but it gets old fast, sadly.
Still, I enjoyed the few minutes I had with it, so buy away. It does have a nice old school feel about it and I can see myself
cranking it out for a bit of reaction training and just fun while waiting for something else or listening to music.

Getting to the music. I love the arcade style music in this game and you can even switch through different soundtracks for it.
That does make a lot of fun!. I bought & slated this game in an earlier review. The game synopsis \/ advert has changed sinc
ethen, and the devs have continued to work on it. I'm really interested in procedural \/ open gameplay projects, and retract my
earlier harsh words about this project. The current, honest appraisal of the game on the Steam Store page is a fair indicator of
the type of deal you're buying into, an ongoing development with a lot of potential for those who like this sort of thing. Keep on
keeping on guys ( and\/or girls ), sorry for my earlier scathing appraisal, it was unwarranted. ( Comparison to "Deadly Profits"
no longer warranted ).. Ehh, mash potatoes are nice and so is this.. Be a detective, photograph clues, analyse evidence via
puzzles & add them to the evidence board.
This can at times be a difficult game as you have trouble knowing what or where you should go next. There is a map with a ?
For where you have something to do, there\u2019s a hint option too.
You can upgrade the UV light, Camera, evidence analyser etc to make them more efficient with points gained from using the
UV light to find hand & foot prints throughout the game.
There are a few freezing issues but in my case not as many as other reviews have stated.
The Bonus section is unlocked when you have completed the game (I hope, I haven\u2019t yet but I will update this review if it
doesn\u2019t) with wallpapers, music & a bonus game amongst others.
I haven\u2019t had any problem so far with not being able to click on an object in a HOG however some of the items are mis-
named.
There\u2019s a bug with the game which I have found when in the Submarine, I needed to put a fire out but I couldn\u2019t use
the extinguisher, I moved backwards & found myself back to before I entered the Sub I couldn\u2019t return so part of that was
not completed yet I could move onto the next chapter.
There\u2019s supposedly a strategy guide too but I cannot find it.
If you enjoy games where you have to think about what to do next then this is for you.. The blizzard swarmed the offices of
Ironclad Games Corp. Snow was common enough in Vancouver, but no one in British Columbia had quite seen a storm like this.
Sheepish developers were busy prototyping a fresh reboot of "Sins of a Solar Empire", while loved ones called in, urging
workers to stay off the road and bunker down at the office. There were no races with defined playstyles, histories, or specific
mechanics. No one had spent much time iterating anything but the most serviceable art assets, statistics, and tools for generating
vast universes of orbiting planets and stars. The heroes and villains were essentially a blank page. The scope and ambition of
mechanics bristled in the minds of developers, like the hail bearing down. It was this moment that "Star Ruler" would briefly
blink into existence.

Let's talk about Star Ruler. This is a game made by fans of realtime space 4x games, which looked at cheesy sci-fi, and said
"why not?" You start off creating Snailigons, the mad race of starfarers you dreamed up, and then a random galaxy of stars to
rule. You decided that while whatever lessor races were getting up to, Snailigons were perfecting production, Communism, and
Hard metallurgy- from a mish mash of racial and political perks. Snailigons soon outbreed the comfy confines of Orbos III, to
colonize the neighboring Orbos II, and strip-mine everything else in the Orbos System.

Snailtopia would cover the stars in Orbos fashion, or that was the plan anyway. You "found intelligent life", or rather invaded a
colony of spacefaring meatbags. Humans declared war, and sent a cute fleet of flak firing fighters. Your hardshell cruisers tore
the never-ending stream of fighters apart with lasers, for about 2 years. Then they adapted with pesky "shields" and "rockets".
Snailtopia would need to respond- it had to adapt. Thankfully, every ship can be micro-designed via technologies uncovered in
your sprawling random tech tree; from scale, to crew size, weaponry, propulsion, tools, and defenses.
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Clearly, Snailigons would create one unstoppable, planet sized destroyer, scorching the offending human systems into obliv...
into your care. It works right up till the discovery of a second race, which promptly rips through the SA-43 Molluscan, like
butter- salty butter. Now you, Star Ruler, are managing trade, adaptive war, politics, and survival across multiple systems, and it
starts to feel a little heavy. You know there are more stars to manage, and who knows what opposing intelligences lie in wait
there. You probably should have made a smaller galaxy to play in, and with 3 species instead of 30 to inhabit it. You know,
Snailtopia's leader had a good run, but it's time to retire.

Star Ruler doesn't have the polish or intentional direction of an AAA 4x game, but it has the resources for the player to play the
4x game they want. I would recommend Star Ruler, but only with the addendum that it's an incredibly humbling endeavor, and
to be sure to brush up on the tutorials.

I eagerly await what Blind Mind Studios does with the upcoming Star Ruler 2.

Patch 1.1 out!:
Ahoy there!

After 10 days of beta testing, patch 1.1 is officially out.
Here are the changes contained in this update:

Implemented a Fast Combat Animations option to speed up combat animations. The option can be found in the game
settings and it has to be activated, since the default option is “off” to help new players understanding what’s going on.

Added a separated volume slider for sea shanties and an option to disable them, since now they keep playing till the end
and maybe some people would not enjoy it.

Implemented Controller support

Added the option to not pause and mute the game when tabbing out. This could be useful if you play the game in
window mode or while doing something else.

Added “Take All” button in Post Combat interface

Added damage to the Tusk Strike attack of the narwhals, since the “bandages” ability was making them too easy to hunt.

Changed hunt risk formula to increase chance to have a low risk hunt

Added tool tip informing the user about the risks of automatic combat, now you know the chance to lose a man

Decreased chance to lose men during automatic combat. By investing in harpoon technology and good hunters you can
have “0% chance to lose a man” automatic hunts

Changed de rerum animalia skill effect (now all the sea creatures cards are played face up, not just the ones attacking the
whaleboat)

Decreased difficulty of combats in Main Quest 1

Shanties are no longer stopped by entering a city, quest events or combats, they keep playing till their end. They are still
stopped by cut scenes.

Changed sleeping days of events in order to reduce events recurrence

Increased prices of large ships, since moving from a medium ship to a large ship was too fast.
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Decreased price of small ships (not the base one)

Changed crew lay to decrease lay pressure in the end game

Reduced effect of the traits greedy/generous (just for crew members)

Fixed rare block in combat during the tutorial

Fixed attack commands doing negative damage (= healing the target)

Fixed Butcher skill not giving bonus on extracted blubber

Fixed weak and strong traits adding bonus damage also to non-weak men

Fixed Stray Bullet random condition adding Bleeding only for one turn

Fixed “In Vivo Testing” skill giving XP bonus only to the character, not to the whole whaleboat

Fixed wrong XP bonus given in some cases

Fixed safe docks disappearing when the crew was losing men with “Safe Docking” skill

Increased influence radius of non-main quests

Fixed wrong sea names in Whaling Area quests

Fixed pirates chasing ship for long distances

Fixed pirates waiting for the player exiting the harbor

Fixed wrong quest description when completing a whaling area quest

Fixed typos in events

Fixed typo in Main Quest 1 description

Fixed text in Main Quest 2 description

Fixed typo in post quest interface for main quest 7

Fixed Main Quest 3, where a particular set of choices gave you no chance to fight Diabolito

Fixed events in storm areas not checking who is at the helm to properly trigger

Minor gameplay fixes in events

Fixed typo in final credits subtitles

Fixed typo in Unstoppable combat ability description

Fixed event with merchant ship, in which you were losing money and barrels buying grog

Fixed trivial quests options not considering the captain “resuscitation” skill
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Fixed captain xp bar showing wrong fill ratio

Fixed black market skills affecting also Merchant’s selling prices

Changed cannon compartment name to simply “cannon”

Fixed a few typos in newspaper headlines

Fixed yearly autosave not working

Fixed tooltips of Generous and Greedy traits

Fixed morale bonus for captain’s Xenophilous trait

Fixed a few typos in interfaces

Our next step is working on Mac and Linux versions of the game. If you are interested in partecipating to the beta for those two
versions, write us at beta@picaresquestudio.com. Patch 1.2 out! The game is now available on Mac and Linux.:
Ahoy there!

After a long beta test phase, patch 1.2 is officially out.
The biggest change introduced by this update is the support for Mac OS and Linux. In addition to that, major updates included
in this patch are a complete rework of the scenes loading system, improving loading time by 75%, and the introduction of a new
background image for each city, giving them a unique feeling.

Here is the list of changes contained in this update:

Features:

 Implemented compatibility with Mac and Linux

 Added possibility to toggle controller support

 Implemented customization of controller key mappings

 Added difficulty panel in Character Creation

Changes:

 Improved loading times

 Added a new background image to each city in order to have them unique.

Fixes:

 Fixed "Quest Completed" window appearing during combat and blocking the game, during Kahekili and Bass final
quests

 Fixed Game Over not appearing when losing in Main Quest 9

 Fixed block on loading a game from the same scene
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 Fixed seadog save files not appearing in the load screen

 Fixed graphical glitches on the first few frames after loading

 Minor fixes in event tooltips

 Fixed quest text of a non-whaling area discovered

 Fixed wrong "Crew healed" notification when entering the port, when the crew had only maimed men

 Fixed music overlapping after the tutorial

. Patch and additional versions update:
Ahoy there!

First of all, thank you all. In these past weeks your feedback/suggestions helped us a lot to decide the first steps to take in order
to improve Nantucket. Our first patch is now in beta, you can try it out right now, helping us to spot potential new bugs created
by these new fixes, or wait a few more days to experience it polished.

If you want to try the beta, click with the right mouse button on Nantucket in your library, select "Properties", pick the "Betas"
tab and select "Beta". You can use this pinned post to report new bugs related to the changes made.

The list of changes made can be found here at the moment:
Release notes[www.picaresquestudio.com]

Once the patch will be officially released, we will move on the Mac and Linux version of the game. We will need beta testers
for those two versions, so, if you want to help us, follow the instructions contained in this post.

That's it for the moment, thank you again for your support.. Nantucket: Songs of the Braves DLC is out now:
Ahoy there!

As anticipated with the latest patch log, we just released the first DLC for Nantucket, Songs of the Braves.

Songs of the Braves adds 10 new sea shanties to Nantucket, bringing more than 30 minutes of additional music to enhance
players experience while sailing the seas.

Click here to access to "Nantucket - Songs of the Braves" Steam Page

To celebrate the release of the DLC, Nantucket is going to be 40% off all week long. Keep following us for future updates.. 
Price reveal:
Ahoy there!

We are approaching fast the release of Nantucket and we are really excited about it. In the past days we have reached a lot of
youtubers and twitchers, so there are quite a lot of videos out there to watch if you want to know more about it. We are really
happy about the feedback we have received and we hope you are ready to enjoy our game too.

Today we are finally ready to reveal the release price of Nantucket: £13.99 / €17.99 / $17.99.

If you use a different currency, you will be able to see your regional price on our Steam page after the game release.

Add the game to your wishlist and join our community hub if you have any questions about the game.. Mac and Linux
versions now in beta, more to come.:
Ahoy there!

Mac and Linux versions of the game are now in beta and we are looking for testers.
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In case you are interested, please write us a mail at beta@picaresquestudio.com specifying:

- Hardware specifications
- Operating System name and version
- Steam username and account page link

If you already own the game, and you have a machine with Mac/Linux OS, you can try the beta for those versions by clicking
with the right mouse button on Nantucket in your library, select "Properties", pick the "Betas" tab and select "Beta".

Meanwhile, we are working on additional features. Some of them will be available to you all, while others will be part of a new
DLC coming in the next months, adding a new game mode.

Here a glimpse to the new cities images we are working on to increase their variety:

. Nantucket Announcing Masters of the Seven Seas!:
Ahoy there,

we are happy to announce our next DLC for Nantucket, Masters of the Seven Seas, coming this summer.

Masters of the Seven Seas introduces the Challenge Mode, a new game mode set in a new cylindrical map of the whole world
with randomized whaling areas, new cities to visit and new events.

You can check the DLC page, with more details about the new features, here and add it to your wishlist now!

Part of the content of the DLC (new events and a few new features) will be released for free to all the owners of Nantucket as
part of the next patch for the game, coming just before the release of the DLC. We are already planning more content for the
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months to come, so, thank you all for your support and keep helping us with your feedback.

Stay tuned!. Nantucket in Kotaku's "Top 10 Games of 2018":
We are proud to announce that we have been nominated by Kotaku's managing director Riley MacLeod in his "Top 10 Games
of 2018" list.

https://www.kotaku.com.au/2018/12/rileys-top-10-games-of-2018/

We also had other nominations:

Top 5 Strategy Games by thehistoricalgamer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ql8I48zlaYQ

Top Indie Games of 2018 by Nookrium https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcsgI8putVY

MsStandart favourite games of 2018 https://twitter.com/MsStandart/status/1078159058518065152

My Best Games 2018 by Videogames e Dintorni [Italian] https://videogamesdintorni.blogspot.com/2018/12/nantucket-my-best-
games-2018.html. Patch 1.3 is out! More to come.:
Ahoy there,

here we are with patch 1.3, a small update to solve a couple of issues and add some additional materials.

Fixes:
* Fixed block on early game loading on lower end machines
* Fixed auto combat saving the last used deployment set

Additions:
* Added a night version to all the harbors background image introduced with the previous patch.
* Added implementation to "Songs of the Braves" DLC

Songs of the Braves is the first DLC for Nantucket, a collection of 10 new sea shanties performed by the Roaring Trowmen, the
Bristol based band behind all the shanties present in the game. The DLC will be out on monday, November 12th,  at this link .

In the next weeks will keep working on additional content. Some of them will be part of future patches while other part of new
DLCs to come in the next months. Keep following us and hit us with your feedback to keep improving and growing the game!
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